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oooWhen the Secretary of State for External Affairs
opened this debate last Friday he said that'there were some
aspects of our external policy that he would not have time to
discuss then, but he expected me to deal with some of them at
this time . I should like this afternoon first to revie w
briefly the results of the Sixth Session of the General Assembly,
which is the last Session of the Assembly of the United Nations,
and then to elaborate on the subject of assistance to under-
developed countries, with which I myself was particularly con-
cerned .

I would not deny to the House that the recent sessions
of the General Assembly left many of the participants with a
sense of depressiono We all know that the General Assembly
exists primarily to further the cause of peace and security and
to promote the general welfare of all peoples . It is a meeting
place where we hope to relieve the tensions between the free
world and the Soviet world, and to reach satisfactory political
settlements by conciliation and peaceful negotiations . It can-
not be said that the Sixth Session achieved a great deal in
terms of these basic purposes a

Nevertheless I would not wish to leave the impression
that this meeting, or any other similar meeting during the
past year has, in any sense, altered my own basic conviction
that we must give full support to the United Nations .

The organization still affords ôpporturiities for
negotiation between the free world and the Soviet world, pro-
vided that the will to carry on such negotiations is present .
This was shown, for instance, in the Berlin blockade, where a
casual conversation between a Soviet . and a United State s
representative led to negotiations which eventually ended this
explosive episode .

non-Communist9worldehasabeen divideda suchu a
s disputes, whic th e

whic
h prevailed in Kashmir, Indonesia and Palestine, the United

Nations has provided machinery which has yielded important
results in ending hostilities .

organization
assoc iati Moreover,

wo~ldtwhiche are in opposedpposed
to Soviet aggressiono Indeed, it provides the greatest agency
existing today for reconciling the views of the highl y
developed countries of the West and the less developed countries
or Asia, the Middle East and Latin America . At the presen t
time it brings together those states which are taking active


